
PROJECTION SCREENS

Battery projection screens

The battery powered projection screen is the perfect solution for freedom of 

installation. This screen does not have an electrical cable like a traditional motorised

screen, but has an integrated rechargeable battery that ensures wireless, autonomous 

and reliable operation over time. This screen is ideal for individuals and professionals 

who are looking for a solution that is easy to install in protected areas or without an 

electrical outlet. It is 4K compatible. 

Fabric

This screen features matte white PVC fabric (1 gain) with blackout backing, an 

adjustable blackdrop to adapt to all your configurations, and a black border so you 

can enjoy the best possible contrast and image rendering. With a thickness of 

0.42mm, the screen offers a viewing angle of 100°.

Control solutions

To operate your screen, you have a radio frequency (RF) remote control to easily 

adjust the level of the image to where you want it.

Battery

Your wireless projection screen works with a built-in rechargeable battery. This 

solution is ideal even for rooms without power outlets. 1 battery charge guarantees 

200 up and downs.

Adjustment of the stops

For optimal user comfort, you can easily set and memorise the stop points for the 

motor. When you press the down button on your remote control, the screen stops 

automatically at the level set. 

Tubular motor

The motor is completely invisible, quieter and more reliable than a synchronised

motor. Delivered with charging kit and multi-country adapters (cable length 4m).

Casing

This versatile and functional screen is distinguished by its design and ease of 

installation with an ultra-slim casing, which can be fixed to the wall or ceiling by its 

ends, depending on the layout of your room. 

Optional

040-1001 White mounting brackets
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Reference
Aspect 
ratio

Image size Width 
W x Height H 

(cm)

Diagonal D cm 
(inches)

Black 
border
B1/B2 
(cm)

Blackdrop 
B3 (cm)

Total fabric 
dimensions Width x 

Height (cm)

Casing 
colour

Dimensions of visible 
part Length x Width 

(cm)

Screen 
weight 

(kg)

Packaging 
dimensions (cm)

047-1512

16:9

200 x 113 230 (91)

4

45

208 x 162

□

219 x 9,7 x 10.7 13.4 238 x 18 x 17

047-1513 220 x 124 252 (99) 228 x 173 239 x 9,7 x 10.7 14.6 258 x 18 x 17

047-1514 240 x 135 275 (108) 248 x 184 259 x 9,7 x 10.7 15.7 278 x 18 x 17

047-1515 260 x 146 298 (117) 268 x 195 279 x 9,7 x 10.7 16.9 298 x 18 x 17

047-1516 280 x 158 322 (127)

6

292 x 209 303 x 9,7 x 10.7 18.4 322 x 18 x 17

047-1517 300 x 169 344 (135) 312 x 220 323 x 9,7 x 10.7 19.7 342 x 18 x 17

047-1518 320 x 180 367 (144) 332 x 231 343 x 9,7 x 10.7 21 362 x 18 x 17
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